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Abstract—The effects of the nonlinear drain-to-source capacitance ($C_{DS}$), or the varactor effect, on the operation of continuous mode class-B/J power amplifiers are described in terms of mathematical analysis as well as experimental validation. The nonlinear $C_{DS}$ generates harmonic current when the class-B/J drain voltage is applied across it, modifying the theoretical load trajectories on the Smith Chart. This is shown to significantly deviate from the continuous mode assertion of constant power and efficiency. A novel measurement approach called voltage-pull is used to investigate the effects of the 2nd harmonic generation by the varactor in a class-B/J power amplifier mode. Theoretical and experimental results showed the nonlinear $C_{DS}$ degrades the drain efficiency compared to class-B on one half of the class-B/J design space while improving the other half due to the energy up and down-conversion, respectively. This work provides an approach for die nonlinear characteristic optimizations for transistor manufacturers.

Index Terms— Class B, class J, continuous mode, drain-to-source capacitance, load-pull, non-linear output capacitance, power amplifiers, varactor, voltage pull.

I. INTRODUCTION

The concept of extending the design space of a high-efficiency mode power amplifier (PA) was first introduced by Cripps in [1]. In that work, a new design space was presented identifying a continuum between class-B and class-J, enabling a design that maintains a class-B performance in terms of power and efficiency, and that as a result paves the way for high-efficiency mode design over considerable bandwidth. In [2] the continuous mode theory was applied to class-F validating a new design space using an active load-pull measurement setup that led to the realization of a continuous class-F PA in [3] which produced a class-F type efficiency of 74% over an octave bandwidth using a 10W GaN device.

The formulation of continuous class-B/J voltage waveforms in [1] assumes an ideal half-rectified current waveform. However, in a real device, the presence of the drain-to-source capacitance ($C_{DS}$) whose value changes nonlinearly with drain voltage and in a way that is specific to the device technology, introduces harmonic current and changes the nature of the current delivered to the load. This results in the change of the effective fundamental and harmonic loads seen by the current generator plane.

This paper aims to provide a mathematical explanation of the varactor effect on continuous class-B/J power amplifiers when the output voltage adheres to the continuous class-B/J voltage definition. The nonlinear $C_{DS}$ generates 2nd harmonic current, and the termination selection can cause the current generator plane to see a 2nd harmonic ‘injection’ effect, which is similar to the effect investigated in [4]-[8] to improve PA efficiency. An analysis to isolate the contribution of the nonlinear $C_{DS}$ alone on efficiency is first explored, followed by an experimental validation using an active load-pull system.

II. CONTINUOUS CLASS-B/J POWER AMPLIFIER THEORY

The basis of the continuous class-B/J power amplifier starts with the formulation of the class-J power amplifier that was introduced in [9]. The class-J PA applies a phase shift on the fundamental and 2nd harmonic loads of a class-B mode PA at -45° and 90°, respectively and retains the class-B output power and efficiency performance.

The continuous class-B/J PA applies a raised sine function of the continuous mode operator $(1 - \alpha \sin \theta)$ to the normalized class-B output voltage,

$$v_{bj}(\theta) = V_{\text{max}} (1 - \cos \theta) \cdot (1 - \alpha \sin \theta)$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

where the range of $\alpha$ is defined from -1 to 1 to keep the voltage above zero. With the current waveform kept as a half-rectified cosine wave, see equation (2), the variation of $\alpha$ creates a continuum of design space in the fundamental and 2nd harmonic load termination pairs.
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\[ i_{BJ}(\theta) = I_{max} \cos \theta \quad 0 < \theta < \frac{\pi}{2}, \quad \frac{3\pi}{2} < \theta < 2\pi \]
\[ = 0 \quad \frac{\pi}{2} < \theta < \frac{3\pi}{2} \] (2)

Fig. 1 shows the ideal class-B/J output voltage and current waveforms as well as the fundamental and 2nd harmonic load trajectories as \( \alpha \) is varied from -1 to 1 in 0.2 steps.

### III. MATHEMATICAL ANALYSIS OF THE NONLINEAR \( C_{DS} \) EFFECT ON CLASS-B/J POWER AMPLIFIERS

#### A. Applying the Varactor Effect in Class-B/J Mode

Fig. 2 shows a simplified equivalent circuit of a transistor with a lossless nonlinear \( C_{DS} \) operating in an otherwise ideal continuous class-B/J mode. The \( C_{DS} \) produces fundamental and harmonic current depending on the voltage across it which is defined in (1). A linear de-embedding approach is applied where a negative capacitor \( C_{fixed} \) is used to counteract the \( C_{DS} \) effect at the reference class-B (\( \alpha=0 \)) operating condition. However, the linear de-embedding approach does not cancel out \( C_{DS} \) completely, leaving a residual displacement current which is dependent on \( \alpha \).

Assuming negligible series inductance, the load current is given by:

\[ i_{load}(\alpha) = -i_{gen} - \frac{dv_{ds}(\alpha)}{dt} \left[ C_{ds}(v_{ds}) - C_{fixed} \right] \] (3)

A typical \( C_{DS} \) behavior can be modelled by the equation:

\[ C_{ds}(v_{ds}) = C_{offset} + \frac{C_0}{(1 + v_{ds}/v_0)^m} \] (4)

where \( C_{offset} \), \( C_0 \), \( v_0 \), and \( m \) are fitting parameters. To proceed with this analysis, a nonlinear \( C_{DS} \) based on the NXP LDMOS 50V device is used (\( C_{offset}=0.8 \) pF, \( C_0=5.5 \) pF, \( v_0=11 \) V, and \( m=2 \)), in an otherwise ideal class-B/J mode power amplifier settings in Table I. Applying (4) into (3) the time-domain voltage and current waveforms as a function of \( \alpha \) at the linear de-embedding plane (LDP) are shown in Fig. 3. The selection of \( C_{fixed} \) value, in this case 1.19 pF, serves to shift the fundamental load to the real axis on the linear de-embedding plane but does not affect output power and efficiency.

Using FFT, fundamental and 2nd harmonic load trajectories of continuous class-B/J mode at the current generator and linear de-embedding planes were calculated for -1\( \leq \alpha \leq 1 \) in 0.1 steps, as shown in Fig. 4. The 2nd harmonic load trajectory goes inside the Smith chart for -1\( \leq \alpha < 0 \) indicating a resistive load requirement and consequential power dissipation, while for 0\( < \alpha < 1 \) the 2nd harmonic load appears outside the Smith chart indicating a 2nd harmonic ‘injection’ is required at the die plane to maintain the class-B/J voltage waveforms.

### TABLE I

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DEVICE PARAMETERS AND OPERATING CONDITIONS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Operating drain dc voltage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum drain current</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knee voltage</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Conduction angle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fundamental frequency</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Only at \( \alpha=0 \) is the original class-B/J 2nd harmonic load condition maintained, while at the extreme \( \alpha \) values of -1 and 1, the 2nd harmonic load is located on the edge of the Smith chart, although with a phase offset from the ideal case. With the linear de-embedding, the change in the fundamental load trajectory is negligible in this example.
a function of $\alpha$, as shown in Fig. 5. For $-1<\alpha<0$ as the 2nd harmonic load enters the Smith chart, the 2nd harmonic output power increases while the fundamental power drops by the same amount, indicating an energy up-conversion. Consequently, the calculated drain efficiency also drops compared to the ideal class-B/J efficiency for this range of $\alpha$.

Conversely and importantly, for $0<\alpha<1$, where the 2nd harmonic load sits outside the Smith chart, energy down-conversion is observed from 2nd harmonic to the fundamental, causing the fundamental power to increase in line with the injected 2nd harmonic power. For this $\alpha$ range, an interesting observation is that the drain efficiency has increased to a maximum of 85 % compared to the ideal class-B/J efficiency of 78.6 % due to the required 2nd harmonic injection at the load to maintain the class-B/J voltage waveforms. The change in fundamental output power is as high as $\pm8 \%$ and the delta in drain efficiency is $\pm6.5 \%$-point.

**B. Shifting the 2nd Harmonic Load to the Edge of Smith Chart**

It is desirable to shift the 2nd harmonic loads on the linear de-embedding plane to the edge of the Smith chart to enable a passive load implementation, especially in the case of positive $\alpha$ range values. For the negative $\alpha$ values, pushing the 2nd harmonic loads from inside the Smith chart towards the edge presents a high-reflect to the 2nd harmonic component, thus preventing the energy conversion from the fundamental frequency to 2nd harmonic as was originally observed in Fig. 5.

Moving the 2nd harmonic loads is done by applying a phase shift term $\varphi$ for each $\alpha$ in the continuous class-B/J time-domain output voltage, which changes the fundamental and 2nd harmonic loads simultaneously:

$$v_{ds}(\alpha) = V_{max} \left(1 - \cos(\theta + \varphi) \right) \left(1 - \alpha \sin(\theta + \varphi) \right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (5)

An iterative search of the phase shift value $\varphi$ is done for each value of $\alpha$ until the 2nd harmonic load is located on the edge of the Smith chart (reflection coefficient of 1). No phase shift is needed at $\alpha=1$ and $\alpha=-1$, since the 2nd harmonic loads are already located on the edge of the Smith chart. As for $\alpha=0$, an interpolated phase shift is applied to maintain the continuity of the fundamental load trajectory. Fig. 6 shows the required phase shift amount calculated for each $\alpha$ for the previous example.

![Fig. 5. Calculated fundamental and 2nd harmonic power with and without the varactor effect (a) and the resulting drain efficiency (b).](image)

![Fig. 6. Required phase shift to bring the 2nd harmonic load to the edge of the Smith chart.](image)
The resulting fundamental and 2\textsuperscript{nd} harmonic load trajectories after the phase shift is applied are shown in Fig. 7. With a passive termination applied on the load (represented by the linear de-embedding plane), the current generator plane now sees a 2\textsuperscript{nd} harmonic injection effect for negative $\alpha$ values.

The phase-shifting counteracts the energy conversion phenomenon between fundamental and 2\textsuperscript{nd} harmonic for all $\alpha$. The output power is now kept at the fundamental frequency only, and the 2\textsuperscript{nd} harmonic power is removed at the linear de-embedding plane, as shown in Fig. 8.

This also results in a change in drain efficiency, as shown in Fig. 9. For positive $\alpha$ values, the calculated efficiency drops since the 2\textsuperscript{nd} harmonic injection effect has been removed with the loads now relocated to the edge of the Smith chart. At $\alpha=0$, the efficiency drops from the ideal class-B number of 78.6\% to 73\%, as the fundamental load is shifted from the optimum location on the real axis of the Smith chart to an interpolated reactive load to allow for a continuous design space.

However, for $\alpha<0.3$, the calculated drain efficiency is higher than the theoretical class-B efficiency number, since the $C_{DS}$ effect is now exploited to provide a 2\textsuperscript{nd} harmonic injection effect within this range of $\alpha$. The highest drain efficiency achieved in this example is close to 85\% at $\alpha=-0.8$. This presents an interesting observation, where the fundamental and 2\textsuperscript{nd} harmonic are passively terminated at the die plane but the nonlinear $C_{DS}$ causes an efficiency improvement compared to class-B.

The above analysis assumes a lossless $C_{DS}$. In Fig. 10, the efficiency benefit is recalculated with the addition of a $C_{DS}$ series resistance, while other parameters are maintained as shown in Table I. Generally, the efficiency benefit is shown to reduce as $C_{DS}$ becomes more lossy, and for the particular $C_{DS}$ characteristic used and when $\alpha=-0.4$, efficiency reduces below that of ideal class-B when the series resistance exceeds 20 $\Omega$.

C. Comparison with other nonlinear $C_{DS}$ characteristics

The deviation in load trajectories and drain efficiency depends on the nonlinear characteristics of the $C_{DS}$. Fig. 11 compares the analysis of the $C_{DS}$ used in section III (B) with the same analysis on two other $C_{DS}$ shapes of different nonlinearity characteristics. The $C_{DS}$ with $m=1.5$ has the largest efficiency deviation as a function of $\alpha$ since its capacitance variation is largest during the drain voltage swing.
IV. EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION OF THE NONLINEAR $C_{DS}$ EFFECT ON CLASS-B/J POWER AMPLIFIERS

The device under test used in this was a packaged NXP 10W, 50V LDMOS device that was drain-biased at 48V. The Mesuro-based active load-pull system with a Keysight PNA-X nonlinear vector network analyzer as the receiver, as described in [10] and shown in Fig. 12, was used to setup the device in a class-B operation at 900MHz. Three Keysight ESG signal generators with associated power amplifiers were used to provide the active injection on the load side to synthesize the fundamental, 2nd harmonic, and 3rd harmonic loads. A linear $C_{DS}$ de-embedding was used to obtain the voltage and current waveforms at the device current generator plane.

![Fig. 12. Measurement setup using an active load-pull system.](image)

The fundamental load that produced maximum efficiency ($\sim 150 \Omega$) at the linear de-embedding plane was selected so that any further increase in efficiency can be attributed to the varactor’s 2nd harmonic energy down-conversion. This class-B mode ($\alpha=0$ state) was used as a reference state for the next steps.

A. Load-Pull Approach vs. ‘Voltage-Pull’ Approach

The conventional active load-pull uses target loads and iteratively changes the magnitude and phase of synthesized phase-coherent signals at the load to converge onto the target. However, to expose the varactor effect a different measurement approach is required where the active load-pull system is now utilized to engineer the class-B/J voltage waveforms at the linear de-embedding plane, see Fig. 13.

Based on the measured drain current of the initial class-B load-pull setup, the required loads to produce the desired class-B/J voltage waveform were calculated for each $\alpha$, and entered into the active load-pull system, as shown in Fig. 14. The measured voltage waveform of the next iteration is then compared with the desired waveform, and the process is repeated until the error is minimized.

![Fig. 13. Comparison of load-pull approach (a) and voltage-pull (b).](image)

The second stage in the measurement was to shift the 2nd harmonic loads to the edge of the Smith chart at the linear de-embedding plane. For this work, two methods were compared. The first method is by applying the conventional class-B/J loads...
from Fig. 13(a) directly at the linear de-embedding plane. The second method is by applying a phase shift to the output voltage as in (5) in an iterative search for each $\alpha$ such that the 2nd harmonic loads sits on the edge of the Smith chart.

B. Voltage-Pull Measurement Results

It was observed that with the bias, load, and drive level combination, the device entered an unstable condition at $\alpha \leq -0.6$ and $\alpha = 1$ where the voltage-pull approach was not able to converge properly to build the desired class-B/J voltage waveforms at the output. This stability issue limited the available $\alpha$ range for this experiment. An additional measurement point was added at $\alpha = -0.5$ instead. Fig. 15 shows the measured voltage and current waveforms at the linear de-embedding plane for $-0.5 \leq \alpha \leq 0.8$, indicating a successful reconstruction of the continuous class-B/J mode of operation.

![Fig. 15](image1)

Fig. 15. Measured voltage and current waveforms at the linear de-embedding plane using voltage-pull for $-0.5 \leq \alpha \leq 0.8$. Expected $\alpha = -0.6$ and -0.8 voltages are shown with dotted lines.

![Fig. 16](image2)

Fig. 16. Measured class-B/J fundamental and 2nd harmonic loads at the linear de-embedding plane using voltage-pull for $-0.5 \leq \alpha \leq 0.8$ before and after phase shift.

With the device driven into compression bifurcations were present in the output current waveforms and the current peak varied with $\alpha$ because of displacement current from the varactor. It was necessary to adjust the input drive level to have the same drain current as the $\alpha = 0$ reference setting. For this work, the normalizing factor used when adjusting the drive level was the dc drain current instead of the maximum current ($I_{\text{MAX}}$) as carried out in [11]. This was done to isolate the displacement current through $C_{\text{DS}}$ from the ‘ideal’ current generator, as it is assumed that the current generator current is constant for all $\alpha$ values.

The fundamental and 2nd harmonic load trajectories for the applicable range of $-0.5 \leq \alpha \leq 0.8$ are shown in Fig. 16. As expected from the theory, before applying the phase shift, the 2nd harmonic loads stayed inside and outside the Smith chart for the negative and positive $\alpha$ values, respectively.

Fig. 17 shows the measured output power and drain efficiency comparison using voltage pull before and after applying phase shift. With other non-ideal factors considered such as the on-resistance, series resistance of the $C_{\text{DS}}$, the $g_{m}$ shape of the current source, and the accuracy of the linear de-embedding used for this measurement, the efficiency curve as a function of $\alpha$ has a different characteristic from the ideal analysis in Section III. Even the $C_{\text{DS}}$ model itself was subject to uncertainty as a result of simplification techniques [12]. However, the trend of before and after applying the phase shift still holds.

![Fig. 17](image3)

Fig. 17. Measured (a) output power and (b) drain efficiency from voltage pull before and after phase shifting, as well as from conventional class-B/J load-pull.

With phase shift applied in voltage pull to bring the 2nd harmonic loads to the edge of the Smith chart, an improvement of 3%-point and 2%-point was observed at $\alpha = -0.4$ and -0.5, respectively. This amount was small compared to prediction from the mathematical analysis which is caused by the addition of knee voltage limitation as well as a lossy element of the varactor. As expected, the drain efficiency dropped in the positive $\alpha$ region after phase shift, due to the removal of the 2nd harmonic injection effect provided by the varactor. For this example, an interpolated phase shift was not applied to the fundamental load at $\alpha = 0$ since the fundamental load trajectory was still approximately continuous while its corresponding 2nd
harmonic load is already at the edge of the Smith chart.

The small improvement seen at the negative $\alpha$ region can be traced to the distribution of fundamental and 2nd harmonic power before the phase shift, as shown in Fig. 18. Before applying phase shift, the split between fundamental and 2nd harmonic power was only $\pm 2\%$ at best, compared to 8% from the mathematical analysis where the knee voltage and $C_{DS}$ series resistance were not considered.

Fig. 18. Measured fundamental and 2nd harmonic power distribution.

For this device, operating condition, de-embedding selection, and $C_{DS}$ characteristics, terminating the linear de-embedding plane with the conventional class-B/J loads produced a better efficiency overall (3.4% at $\alpha=0.2$ compared to class-B) but the efficiency trend across $\alpha$ is similar to voltage pull.

V. CONCLUSION

The nonlinear $C_{DS}$ effect on class-B/J mode PA has been presented in this paper. It can be shown mathematically that this nonlinear effect improves the drain efficiency on one half of the continuous mode design space while degrading the other half, relative to the class-B reference mode. The mechanism behind the efficiency performance change is the energy conversion between fundamental and 2nd harmonic. In the case where efficiency is enhanced, the $C_{DS}$ acts as a 2nd harmonic injection source, similar to the concept discussed in [4-8]. The level of efficiency improvement depends on the $C_{DS}-V_{DS}$ characteristics and series resistance.

The novel voltage-pull approach to expose the varactor effect has been introduced and experimentally validated. This method is not intended to be an alternative for load-pull in designing a PA. Rather, it provides an approach in optimizing die characteristics for transistor manufacturers, specifically in engineering the $C_{DS}-V_{DS}$ nonlinear characteristics for continuous mode applications.
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